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Prisoners Deserve Fair & Humane Treatment

Inside this issue:
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treatment of other human beings, such as in
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the decimation of Native peoples and the
retaliation scandal concerning emenslavement of Africans. In fact, some of the
ployees, particularly females, within same women who brought these sexual
the Missouri Department of Correc- harassment lawsuits may have themselves
tions. Yet no mention has been made of the participated in abuse and mistreatment of
rampant mistreatment, neglect, and
prisoners. Without people being
other acts of misconduct being
held accountable for such abuses,
committed daily by prison staff
they will continue unchecked.
against the 32,000 men and women
Missouri Citizens Unitconfined in Missouri prisons across
ed for Rehabilitation of Errants
this state. I am dismayed to hear
(CURE) has been endeavoring to
about women being routinely harcall attention to these kinds of
problems for the last 27
assed and then retaliated against
for reporting sexual harassment by
years. Understandably, we have
their male counterparts, but I am
encountered all kinds of unwarcertainly glad this has finally come
ranted opposition from those who
have much to fear by being exto light.
It should now be understood
posed, even while they refuse to
Hedy Harden
and recognized that, if the atmosadopt a policy of reform.
phere of harassment, abuse and retaliation
ost prison officials and many poliagainst the DOC’s own employees has gotten
this far out of hand, then the mistreatment
ticians here have no real desire to
and neglect of prisoners, who are even more
see incarcerated men and woman
defenseless, must be far worse. Mainstream released and returned as productive citizens
to society. They are only interested in waremedia and government officials have
remained silent about this problem. Is this
housing people to fraudulently inflate politiunintentional ignorance or a deliberate
cal district representation in the Missouri
refusal to acknowledge such abuses?
Legislature and to add substantial revenue to
the economies in their own communities.
The acceptance of prisoner abuse
(because prisoners are considered to be less
Most of the people that prison officials fail to
than human) is what has encouraged and
rehabilitate won’t even be living in correcultimately given rise to the current atmostional-facility communities once they are
returned to society.
phere of mistreatment of the department’s
own employees. Historically, it has always
There will never be any real solutions to
been a mistake for government and society to crime until these issues are meaningfully
assume that widespread abuse of one group
addressed. Missouri CURE advocates for
of people will be contained or limited to just the fair and humane treatment of incarcerated
that group, and that it will not eventually
men and women and their return to their
spread elsewhere. This attitude of tolerance
communities in a wholesome, non-vengeful
of abuse by society is also a major contribstate of mind towards society. We
uting factor in fostering further criminal
at Missouri CURE welcome you to Missouri,
behavior by perpetrators who want revenge
and we would welcome an opportunity to
against society for having now been made
work with you towards achieving these envictims themselves.
deavors. 
America has a long history of ignoring
See next column
and even taking pride in the abuse and mis-
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The preceding open letter
sent to incoming DOC
Director Anne Precythe was
published in the St. Louis
American newspaper issue of
February 2-8, 2017. It was
written by Hedy Harden as a
guest columnist and cosigned by Keith Brown El
and Renese Drake. The letter
was also published in the
Kansas City Call issue of
February 10-16, 2017.
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CURE is NOT a service organization.
We are an all-volunteer non-profit
criminal justice advocacy
organization. CURE has NO legal
services—please do NOT send legal
papers. We advocate for criminal
justice reform, but we cannot
take on individual cases.

CURE believes that prisons should be
only for those who MUST be incarcerated and that prisons should only exist
for the purposes of education and
rehabilitation. CURE is a membership
organization. We work hard to provide
our members with the information and
tools necessary to help them understand
the criminal justice system and to
advocate for positive change.

An Update on Litigation Related to (Lack of)
Hepatitis C Treatment in Missouri Prisons
From Amy Briehan, MacArthur Justice Center

I

n December 2016, The Roderick
and Solange MacArthur Justice
Center at St. Louis (MJC) and
the ACLU of Missouri jointly filed a federal class action lawsuit
on behalf of Missouri
inmates being denied
life-saving treatment for
chronic Hepatitis C.
Although the exact
number of impacted
individuals is not yet
known, it is estimated
that at least 5,000 individuals in
Missouri Department of Corrections’ (MODOC) custody suffer from
Hepatitis C. There is a “cure” available
in the form of direct-acting antiviral
drugs (DAAs), but MODOC is treating
less than 0.10% of people in its care.
Given the interest in the lawsuit,
we thought it be would helpful to provide a brief update on the status of the
case. The lawsuit names several defendants, including MODOC, MODOC Director Anne Precythe, Corizon, and various individuals employed
by MDOC or Corizon. The Corizon
defendants have filed an answer to the
Complaint. The MODOC defendants

I

must respond to the Complaint by February 21.
The lawsuit is intended to be a
class action on behalf of
all individuals in MODOC’s custody who
have been or will be
diagnosed with Hepatitis
C but who are not provided treatment with the
newer DAAs like Harvoni and Viekira Pak.
As a result, if the lawsuit
is successful on its class
claims, all members of that class – not
just the three named plaintiffs listed in
the caption of the complaint – should
receive relief.

B

efore the case can move forward as a class action, we
need permission from the
Court to do so. We recently
filed a motion for class certification;
the defendants have until February 28
to file an opposition to the motion.
Unfortunately, there is not much
more about the litigation to provide at
this time. However, if it is certified to
proceed as a class action, we will have
more information to share. 

Jail Time Credit

n March of 2010 I was sentenced
to concurrent 12-year sentences
as part of my plea agreement.
The other part of my plea agreement
was that I’d receive credit for the 766
days of jail time credit that I’d served
prior to my plea agreement. The terms
of the plea agreement were accepted
by the judge, the prosecutor and my
attorney, and I was sentenced accordingly.
When I was returned to the Department of Corrections, I was notified
by the institutional records office that
the time that I’d served prior to my
guilty plea would not be credited toward the completion of my sentence,
because of the interpretation of Missouri Statute 558.031. I was denied
my jail time credit in spite of a judicial
decision granting me my time credit.
Because the jail time credit was not
granted, I’m subject to serve more time

than I was sentenced to. I’m unable to
participate in certain rehabilitative
vocational programs because participation depends entirely upon the amount
of time that you have remaining on
your sentence. This is a manifest injustice!
I’ve tried to resolve this issue legally by filing different writs, but they
were systematically denied.
My reason for writing you is to
see if you could shed a light on this
issue, which negatively affects a substantial portion of Missouri’s inmate
population. My plan is to submit a
proposal to change the Missouri statute
because the law is itself the reason for
so much controversy.
If there are any other convicted
felons who suffer from this reality,
please allow them to contact me.
Robert E. Williams
180397 WMCC
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The 13th Amendment Enslaves Us

B

efore I start to address
“Thirteen”, I want to first say
thanks to CURE for all you do
for those of us incarcerated in prisons all
over the world who do not have a voice.
You have given us a voice, even in the
midst of closed ears. I want to give a
special thanks to our Chairperson Hedy
Harden and for all your labors of love
toward all of us who need the help you
give.
Thirteen, or, I should say, the 13th
Amendment to the United States Constitution, states in so many words, “You are
a slave if convicted of a crime and sent
to prison.” This means whether you are
white, black, brown, red or yellow—if
you are in prison, you are a slave, and
it’s as simple as that. I understand that
many of us in prison may be unaware of
this fact—but regardless of our lack of
awareness of this truth, it is still truth.
Just like most of us who do not understand all that the 13th Amendment
embodies, our families, friends and most
of those in society don’t know either,
and don’t realize that they are only an
offense away from becoming slaves
themselves.
Yes, the government that supposedly stands on an open and public platform
has not used that platform to reveal the
truth. Had this information been revealed, many people would be outraged.
The same type of phrase is found in most
state constitutions, such as Colorado’s,
which states, “There shall never be in
this state either slavery or involuntary
servitude, except as a punishment for
crime.” Now a campaign has kicked off
in Colorado to outlaw slavery—which

most of us thought was abolished centuries ago!
State Senator Kent Lambert, a
Republican from Colorado Springs, was
quoted as saying, “We oppose slavery.”
If that is so, then why must there be a
campaign to end slavery? Because what
was once concealed is finally being publicly revealed, thanks to CURE and
others
throughout
the United
States who
are fighting
for the 13th
Amendment
to be
changed and
for fairness
to prisoners
who are
being exploited and
treated as slaves.
My fellow brothers and sisters in
prison, white and black, we must come
together and stop seeing things and each
other through the color lens, because as I
have said, regardless of color—if you are
in prison, we are all considered slaves,
and we all—black, white, brown, red and
yellow—suffer slavery, whether it is the
pay we receive (or don’t receive) working these prison jobs or the medical
treatment we receive (or don’t receive),
or the critical, self-righteous judgments
we receive on a daily basis.
Since time immemorial, the rule of
“divide and conquer” has been used to
keep people down. Let us not be divided
and kept weak.

By Any Other Name

W

e have received several
letters concerning what is
being called different forms
of segregation
such as baseline population,
restrictive housing units, etc.
This is a response to one of
these letters:
According to Missouri
law there are only two types
of segregation, punitive
segregation and administrative segregation. Punitive segregation is to be used for
punishment, and administrative segregation is only for the purpose of removing or

keeping people out of general population
who pose an immediate security risk. Any
other kind of lock-up is either one or the
other, and it
doesn't matter
what kind of
labels the
prison officials try to
put on it. See
Keith Brown
El vs. Paul K. Delo 969 F.2d.144.
This baseline population you spoke
of in your letter has to be for disciplinary
reasons and therefore is punitive. Under

by David Ware
Brothers and sisters, if we want fair
pay and voting rights—because we do
pay taxes now, don’t we?—then we must
begin to help those who are trying to
help us, like CURE and other organizations.
It’s time for us to do something
about the conditions we suffer on a daily
basis. We can do this by getting our
families
involved
with organizations
like CURE
and making our
families
and friends
aware of
the 13th
Amendment, because this
is where the state gets its right to treat us
the way it does.
Brothers and sisters, we must learn
from Colin Kaepernick of the San Francisco 49ers and Black Lives Matter and
others. People like Kaepernick realize
and stand (or refuse to stand) in protest
of the unfair conditions in the United
States that aim at keeping people like us
down and out. Men and women, we too
must do all we can to help ourselves and
others, and stop simply complaining
about our conditions.
Remember, it’s not just the rich and
well-to-do—our lives matter too. Get
involved, get your families involved, and
support CURE. They are there for us. 

from Keith Brown El
the law, Punitive Segregation cannot exceed 10 days for minor offenses and 30
days for serious conduct violations. This
is according to Chapter 217.380 RS.Mo.

T

he way prison officials generally try
to get around this is by classifying
almost every write-up prisoners get
as a major or serious violation—but, unless the violation results in a total lockdown and assignment to administrative
segregation, the maximum amount of time
is still 30 days. 
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Obama Frees Oscar López Rivera

“O

scar López —Be like him!
Dare to Struggle—Dare to
Win!”
This was among the slogans we
chanted as we marched outside the federal prison at Marion IL in the early 90’s.
Marion, at that time the highest security
prison in the country, was built to replace
Alcatraz and held captive political
prisoners such as Oscar López Rivera, Puerto Rican Nationalist hero
Rafael Cancel Miranda, and others.
López Rivera was an independentista, fighting for the independence of
Puerto Rico.
A nearby prison in Dwight IL
held Alicia Rodriguez, another independentista. Alicia’s mother was part
of our group that day. The Chicagobased Committee to End the Marion
Lockdown and Chicago’s Puerto
Rican Cultural Center had orchestrated the protest. Puerto Rican protesters played drums as we marched to the
gates of the prison, where a line of men in
suits guarded the entrance.
Later, in 1999, President Bill Clinton
offered clemency to 16 members of
FALN (the Puerto Rican Armed Forces of
National Liberation), which sought independence for Puerto Rico. Having already

served 19 years in prison, none of the 16
had been convicted of harming anyone.
Alicia Rodriguez was freed in 1999,
as well as Oscar’s wife, Ida Luz Rodriguez. Oscar was one of the two who
declined the offer due to his political
beliefs, reportedly denouncing the idea of
parole as a “prison outside prison.”

I

three months of his sentence under house
arrest. The mayor of San Juan has offered Oscar a job in her administration.

B

orn in San Sebastián, Puerto Rico
on January 6, 1943, Oscar’s family moved to the mainland United
States when he was nine years old. At the
age of 14, he moved to Chicago to live
with a sister. At age 18 he was drafted
into the army, served in the Vietnam War,
and was awarded the Bronze Star for heroism.
Returning to Illinois in 1967, he
became a community activist, advocating
for housing for the Puerto Rican community, bilingual education, and Latino higher education.
In the late 1970s he began to
advocate for Puerto Rican independence.
He founded the Rafael Cancel Miranda
Oscar López Rivera
High School in Chicago, in Miranda’s
honor.
President Barack Obama, during his
Oscar was one of the founders of the
waning days in office, commuted López
Puerto Rican Cultural Center. A commuRivera's sentence. He was scheduled to be nity organizer for the Northwest Commureleased from prison on May 17, 2017
nity Organization and the1st Congregaafter almost 35 years in prison.
tional Church of Chicago, he also helped
On February 9, 2017, Oscar was
to found FREE, a half-way house for conmoved from an Indiana prison to Puerto
victed drug addicts, as well as an educaRico, where he will complete the last
tional program for Latino prisoners. 

Prisoner Health—What Lies Ahead?

just wanted to give you a heads
up, to honor your trust, and for
sharing all this valuable information with us, which will eventually be used in more ways than we may
imagine today. I think we all agree that
the MAGNITUDE of what we are facing
requires long distance runners, not sprinters, and that also means pacing ourselves.
Sixteen thick binders,
constantly growing by 5
letters a week on average,
filled with the suffering of
more than 170 prisoners
who ask for assistance,
request to bring their complaints to attention, or inform us about their legal
battles. This reveals the
MAGNITUDE of the mainly systemic
issues – and we all know it’s only the tip
of the iceberg. A few of the writers were
meanwhile paroled. Sadly, several left
their ordeal behind, going out feet-first.
Most of you still face the same problems

by Hedy Harden

you did before I brought things to MODOC’s attention, asking for remedies.
I always appreciate MODOC’s responses, though, if only for the purpose of
getting a better feel for where they stand.
Well, there were small victories, and
no one knows how much worse things
would be without at least some public
scrutiny. Although in the last three years I
wrote tons of letters,
there are quite a few of
you whose requests I
never got around to
address, for which I
sincerely apologize.
We are at a
fork in the road with
our struggle to improve prisoner health
conditions, and I anticipate increased efficiency. Our focus has shifted somewhat
to the “broader context” that I so often
mentioned.
MacArthur Justice Center/ACLU has
picked up the HEP C case – a great relief.

By Angie Mueller-Rowry
I expect that all the information you sent
to me will prove very valuable. State Rep.
Bruce Franks of St. Louis, who sits on the
Corrections Committee and has just hired
an intern, has already received most of
my documentation: every one of your
letters hand-scanned and e-mailed to him,
5000 KB at a time. That’s why you have
not heard from me. And I’m still not
done.
Last but not least, shortly before the
statute of limitations ran out, I filed
against Corizon et al. on my deceased
husband’s behalf. This will address a
number of issues that many of you are
also struggling with. Can’t go into details
at this point. It will eventually require my
full attention, but we’re not there yet.
So, continue following the grievance
procedure and filing, if only to establish a
paper trail, and keep writing. I will keep
documenting, but please don’t expect a
response or intervention from me in every
case. I hardly remember what it means to

Continued page 5
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Bills Being Followed by Missouri CURE
WE SUPPORT:
HB 38 (Galen Higdon, Rm. 411-2) Removes mandator y minimums and makes sentence ter ms discr etionar y except for
murder and certain sex offenses. (On 1/31/17, this bill was referred to the Judiciary Committee.) Contact Committee Chair Joe
Don McGaugh, Rm. 305-B and ask that it be scheduled for a hear ing.
HB 55 Author izes a tax cr edit for donations to a homeless shelter . – Hearing completed 2/6/17, Ways and Means Committee voted Do Pass; referred to Rules (Dave Muntzel, Rm. 235-BB).
HB 135 would r epeal the death penalty (T.J. Berry, Rm. 205)
HB 351 puts r estr ictions on detention and shackling of juveniles and
shackling of pregnant women; referred to Judiciary 2/16/17 (Joe Don
McGaugh, Rm. 305-B).
HB 407 eases r estr ictions on housing of sex offender s in homeless shelters if shelter predates school or day care center (C. Davis, Rm. 207-B).
HB 474 pr oposes to r aise the daily amount of compensation a wrongfully imprisoned person may receive from $50 to $128; referred to Judiciary Committee (Clem Smith, Rm. 105-C). Contact Committee Chair Joe
Don McGaugh, Rm. 305-B and ask that it be scheduled for a hear ing.
HB 477 r equir es a judge or a jur y to deter mine if a per son's life would
constitute a threat to another or society prior to issuing a sentence of death (Peter Meredith, Rm. 105-H).
HB 490 changes the laws r egar ding ar r ear ages and the expungement of cer tain r ecords r elated to cr iminal nonsuppor t.
Arrearage of 12 months currently creates a felony; this would change it to 24 months (Karla May, Rm. 101-J.
HB 507 Second Chance Act written by prisoner Kenneth Bell and sponsored by Rep. Brandon Ellington, Rm. 101-C: Modifies when a person may be eligible for parole if such person was under twenty-one years of age when the offense was committed and was sentenced after January 1, 1976. (Mandatory minimum for sentences of up to 30 years would be 1/3; for those over
30 years, including sentences of LWOP, the minimum would be 15 years.) Contact House speaker Todd Richardson, Rm. 308
and urge that the bill be sent to a committee.
HB 508 Requir es the Depar tment of Cor r ections to per for m cer tain specified actions to impr ove the ability of working
inmates to obtain employment upon release from incarceration (Ellington). Referred to Corrections Committee; a hearing is
expected soon.
HB 639 would permit lifetime parole supervision for prisoners with LWOP after at least 25 years in prison (Gail McCann
Beatty, Rm. 204).
SB 40 r equir es that childr en under the age of 18 be pr osecuted for most cr iminal offenses in juvenile cour ts unless the
child is certified as an adult. Judiciary Committee hearing conducted Monday, January 30 (Wallingford, Rm. 225).
SB 167 would allow voting for pr obationer s and par olees (Rob Schaaf, Rm. 423)

WE OPPOSE:
HB163 Restr icts TV pr ogr amming pr isoner s can r eceive to that accessible by antenna (J. Eggleston, Rm. 405-B). Public
hearing completed 1/26 by Corrections Committee
HB 268 (Rick Brattin, Rm. 114-C) Once again, Brattin wants to char ge pr isoner s 50 cents per visit to medical for any
non-emergency exam or treatment. A public hearing by the Corrections Committee was completed 2/16/17; referred to Rules.
HB 301 r e videoconfer encing of par ole hear ings. Takes away pr isoner s’ right to request in-person hearing. Voted Do Pass
by Corrections Committee 1/27/17 with no opposition; opponents given only hours of advance notice of 8 a.m. hearing (Justin
Hill, Rm. 203-C) 
show that will air on Larry Rice’s TV
Channel 24 in St. Louis this
have a social life. I still intend to address spring. It deals with medical
MODOC on your behalf. I also want to issues in Missouri prisons. Work
start looking for more ways to use all
on the documentary “Slavery 2.0”
that piled up documentation, to benefit
will pick up this summer and I
the momentum that is building. I just
expect much of your testimony
finished preparations for a “Green Time” may be utilized.

Continued from p. 4

Even if I lack the time to express
this in personal letters: I hope you
know that I deeply respect every one
of you who stands up for his/her
rights, and particularly those of you
who help one another, or even fight
and endure repercussions for trying
to improve the lives of others. 
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When does Retribution become Retaliation?
By Wyman Brown

B

efore I begin this article, I want to
state that I am in no way attempting to attack the victim’s right to
be heard in a criminal case, especially one
where violence has occurred. I believe
that hearing the impact that a crime has
had on a victim and
his/her family is important, especially in
a crime that involves
violence and or the
loss of a loved one.
However, the
question that I pose
concerns the Missouri
Board of Probation
and Parole and their
refusal to grant an
inmate release on
parole whenever the
victim or family
member of a victim
oppose parole consideration.
It can be statistically proven that the
MBPP will deny parole consideration to
any offender, especially one convicted of a
violent offense, if a victim or family member of a victim opposes the granting of
parole.
Naturally the MBPP will not cite this
as the rationale for the denial of release but
will instead rely on the boilerplate answer
“…due to the serious nature of the offense…”
This is not supposition or an allegation on my part. This is a fact of my case.
I have had parole hearings on 6 different
occasions over the course of the past 28
years (1996, 2001, 2006, 2009, 2011 and
2014). With the exception of 2009 when I
requested a 2 year reconsideration on my
own), at each parole hearing the family of
the victim has appeared in opposition to
my release.
Although the statute (217.690 RSMo)
and Code of State Regulations (14 CSR 80
-2.010) which governs parole and parole
hearings states that the victim and one
representative may appear at the parole
hearing, the MBPP does not adhere to this
and I have had as many as 8 members of
the victim’s family appear at my parole
hearing in 2014. I was denied release on
parole based upon this opposition and
scheduled for another hearing in 2019.
Again, as with every other parole denial,
the MBPP used the boilerplate “…due to

the serious nature of the offense…” rationale to deny release.
The herein stated parole statutes permit me to only have one person appear on
my behalf and the MBPP strictly adheres
to this.

Also, the victim and/or their representatives may submit petitions and letters
in opposition to my release. However,
thus far my representative has not been
allowed to submit anything in support of
my release.
On February 27, 1989 I pled guilty to
the crime of Second Degree Murder and
Armed Criminal Action. On April 12,
1989 I was sentenced to Life (with the
possibility of parole) and 10 years, with
the sentences to be served together, concurrently.
Under the statutes by which I am incarcerated, the “retributive and deterrent”
portion of my sentence was considered to
have been served after 15 years.
After that point the MBPP would be
required to consider other factors in determining whether to grant or deny release on
parole and not rely on the boilerplate excuse. These factors include things such as
my past criminal history (to include any
juvenile convictions), progress made while
incarcerated toward rehabilitation, psychological evaluations to determine if I am fit
to return to society, and institutional adjustment.
I am a first-time offender. That statement is not meant to lessen the severity of
my crime. I have no criminal history (no
juvenile record) with the exception of two
alcohol-related driving incidents.

In my 28 years of incarceration, I have
taken and completed numerous rehabilitative programs to include Anger Management, Substance Abuse, Impact of Crime
on Victims, Impact of Criminal Thinking,
Pathways to Change, Alternatives to Violence, Employability/Life Skills Training,
Offenders Offering Alternatives (Scared
Straight) and Accepting Responsibility in a
Finger-pointing World. On August 5,
2014, I successfully completed a one-year
drug treatment program. This program,
known as the Intensive Therapeutic Community (ITC) is touted by the DOC as being the most intensive, toughest program
they offer. And 83% of all offenders who
successfully complete this program and are
released on parole are able to reenter society and successfully complete their parole
requirements, becoming productive members of society and their communities.
ITC is completely voluntary and can only
be completed by open and honest participation. In 1991, I successfully completed
a one-year Paralegal course through the
Northwest Missouri State University
(formerly Platte Junior College).

M

ost significantly, during my 28
years of incarceration, I have
committed no acts of violence.
In prison violence is both expected and
respected. However, I have refused to use
violence to solve my problems.
I have made every effort to prove myself worthy
to returnRaine
to society, to once
Tribal
again become a productive citizen.
I was 22 years old at the commission
of my offense. I am 51 years old now.
I will not sugarcoat my crime. It was
an extremely violent offense. During the
course of the investigation, I told numerous lies to law enforcement concerning
why I committed this crime. However,
there were two facts which were proven
and never refuted:
 I was extremely intoxicated during the
commission of the offense; and
 The sexual abuse that I suffered from
the ages of 13-16 affected my state of
mind.
Yet at each of my parole hearings the
MBPP has made the hearing more of a retrial of the case instead of an evaluation of
what I have done to rehabilitate myself in
28 years. Even though at every hearing I
have been completely honest about why I
See Retaliation—page 7
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has never to my knowledge opposed my
release on parole.
committed this crime, I have accepted
However, the victim’s family has
responsibility and accountability and
stated emphatically that they will never
have not relied on any excuses, the
stop opposing my release.
MBPP has made the hearing more of a
So at what point does retribution
showing to the victim’s family that they end and retaliation take over? If I have
won’t grant me parole. At the
shown a pattern of
last hearing the MBPP panel
responsible selfmember even made the stateesteem (a consistent
ment that he didn’t even
pattern of lawknow why I kept coming to
abiding behavior),
the hearings. This statement
have worked conwas made in front of my sister
sistently toward
and she left the hearing in tears after the rehabilitation, have committed no vioway the MBPP treated her.
lent acts in 28 years, and am serving a
The impact of a crime is devastatsentence that allows me to be paroled if
ing, especially the violent taking of a
I have shown redeemable qualities,
loved one’s life. But that is the purpose shouldn’t I be granted the opportunity to
of sentencing. When the judge senbe released on parole based on what I
tenced me, he didn’t believe that I
have accomplished in the past 28 years
should have to spend the rest of my life and not on what I did 28 years ago?
in prison. When the prosecutor agreed
My plea is not intended to lessen
to the lesser crime (second degree mur- the severity of what I have done. I will
der) he did so believing that there were live with the shame and humiliation of
redeemable qualities within me, and he having taken a life. However, I have

Retaliation—from page 6

Dear Friends,

I'm pleased to share with you recent highlights of
The Sentencing Project’s contribution to the national
conversation about criminal justice reform:

done everything within my power to
redeem myself and prove myself worthy
to be released.
Yet time and time again I have been
denied release on parole “due to the
seriousness of the offense.” But the real
reason is that there is victim opposition.
The MBPP has consistently paroled
offenders with the same sentence as
mine, some with less time served, and
often those who are considered “career
criminals,” all because no one has opposed their release. This fact could be
proven if the MBPP were required to
release the statistics—but they won’t.
All I have asked for is the opportunity to become a productive, successful member of society—to work and pay
taxes.
My behavior over the past 28 years
has established that I can be rehabilitated without fear that I would again violate the law. However, I am being denied, and it’s unofficially because of the
victim opposition that I face.
Retribution or Retaliation? 

falls short and disproportionately targets children of
color, and to support restoration of voting rights to
people disenfranchised due to a felony conviction.


Netflix original documentary, 13TH, by Ava DuVernay (director, Selma) this week earned an Oscar
 In The Marshall Project, Ashley Nellis, senior renomination for best documentary. The title of the
search analyst, and I published “What We Can Learn
film refers to the 13th Amendment, which reads
from the Amazing Drop in Juvenile Incarceration,”
“Neither slavery nor involuntary servihighlighting the 82 percent drop
tude, except as a punishment for crime
in the number of juveniles held
whereof the party shall have been duly
in adult prisons from its peak
convicted, shall exist within the United
year in 1997. We discuss the
States.” 13TH makes an argument for
changing public sentiment
how the amendment contributed to
around sending young people to
mass criminalization and the sprawling
adult prisons, and why the juveAmerican prison industrial complex. I
nile experience can provide leswas honored to be interviewed in the
sons in how to accelerate the
film, along with a variety of criminal jusreduction of adult incarceration.
tice activists, politicians, historians and
1705 DeSales St. NW, 8th floor
formerly incarcerated individuals. You
 In his final weeks in office, forWashington DC 20036
can watch the documentary on Netflix.
mer President Obama published
I
hope
you
will find these materials as educaa major commentary in the Harvard Law Review on
tional as I do. Please continue to reach out to The Senthe president’s role in advancing criminal justice
reform. President Obama relied on The Sentencing tencing Project with questions or suggestions
Regards,
Project’s research throughout the journal article to
highlight the urgent need to end mass incarceration,
Marc Mauer
to underscore the ways the juvenile justice system
Executive Director
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Helium Talk vs. Social Evolution

T

his is a summons for everybody
who reads this to take part in a
social evolution. Who will rise
to the occasion? Even a cursory
look at our overall situation will reveal
the need for change. For instance, I
asked a number men who are being held
captive in the Missouri Department of
Corrections (M.D.O.C.), “What is the
Missouri General Assembly? How many
Congressional districts are in Missouri?
Name one senator.” These were not just
random questions. These were calculated
inquiries to get an understanding of what
was common knowledge around here.
Sadly, solitary confinement is flooded with magazines about Hollywood.
Why is that? Because these are the
things that are socially acceptable among
those of us who are incarcerated. It
seems that we are infatuated by things
that are unattainable and we are either
dismayed or lack the ambition to obtain
the things that are within our grasp. Any
dialogue that implies a moral eminence
or freedom from things petty, mean, or
dubious in conduct and character, we
don’t want any part of it. And it seems

Who’s That Lady?

that everyone who comes to prison
becomes a critic or a cynic.
Who will change interruptions to
meaningful conversations? It seems like
we are content to point the finger and
complain about what needs to be done.
But who will man up? Many
of the guys who used to be
on the front line have been
disappointed so much they
walk around like whipped
dogs. Any conversation
about unity, organizing, and
mobilizing is met with
skepticism.
I call it all “helium talk.”
In the school of “each one
teach one,” steel sharpens
steel. But helium is a vapor;
it doesn’t possess the necessary components to sharpen steel. However, it
makes for a great diversion when you
put it in a balloon. Such are the words of
those who are more concerned about
what’s going on in Hollywood than in
the state capitol. It doesn’t make sense to
say Eric Gray vs. the State of Missouri.
Versus means an opponent. I am

A

ndrea James was released in
2011 from a federal prison for
women in Danbury, Connecticut.
A former criminal defense attorney, she
founded an organization
while in prison known
as Families for Justice
as Healing, which is
now based in Massachusetts.
A legislative &
policy advocacy organization, it has been
successful in advocating
an end to shackling
pregnant woman to beds
during labor and delivery. It has helped
establish primary legislation requiring
consideration of options (other than incarceration) for women convicted of
non-violent offenses if they are the primary care-takers of minor children.
Families for Justice as Healing
is currently involved in challenging

Andrea James

by Eric Gray
combatting for life and liberty. If your
paperwork reads the same as mine, that
means we have a mutual opponent. We
must first look at ourselves if we would
like to have an impact on our conditions.
It starts with you.
This is social evolution,
meaning you should dismiss anyone who approaches you with
“helium” diversions. Steer
clear of the naysayers; put
a face on your foe. Learn
about the state and who is
running it. This should be
common knowledge. This
is our legacy, our history.
What do you want to be
able to say you did while
in the MODOC? I hate feeling like I
have wasted my time. I want to be able
to say that I played my part in a social
evolution – a revolution – that spilled
over to the streets and impacted both
social change and imprisonment.
In solidarity,
Eric Gray Jr.
#1226963, CRCC

By Keith Brown El
tainted drug lab cases and the unchecked
power of district attorneys. Their goal is
to end the imprisonment of women and
girls, which has seen a greater than 650

percent increase in recent years. James
talked about the damaging effect of
women's incarceration on families and
society.
I interviewed Mrs. James by phone
on January 9 for Jaws of Justice from
Radio Station 90.1 FM, KKFI in Kansas
City, Missouri. 
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Winter Activities
December 2016
5

Rally for Patty Prewitt (Angie & Hedy)

19

Angie flies to Germany

20

Kwanzaa Celebration with Organization for Black Struggle.

21

MacArthur Justice Center—prepared New Year’s greeting cards for prisoners (Evelyn & Hedy)

January 2017
6

Angie returns from Germany

9

Keith interviews former prisoner Andrea James, founder of “Families for Justice as Healing,” a legislative &
policy advocacy organization in Massachusetts focusing on incarceration of women.

16

MLK birthday celebration and annual march in St. Louis

18

MacArthur Justice Center lunch meeting (Angie, Evelyn & Hedy)

19

Evelyn & Hedy viewed film “Hidden Figures” about 3 black women math geniuses at NASA in 1960s

20

Prisoner Health Committee meeting; Membership Committee meeting

22

Film “13TH” sponsored by Missouri CURE and shown at UMKC

24

Metropolitan Congregations United (MCU) Annual Meeting (Angie and Hedy)

26

Keith in St. Louis

28

OBS 37th Anniversary Celebration (Angie, Keith, Hedy)

30

STL CURE meeting University City Library 6:30 p.m.

31

Keith returns to KCMO

31

Millions for Prisoners March conference call

February 2017
4

Meeting with State Rep. Bruce Franks (Angie & Hedy)

Millions for Prisoners Human Rights March
A movement is underway to build a “Millions for Prisoners
Human Rights March on Washington” on August 18. Max
Parthus, CURE’s keynote speaker at our last conference,
is helping to organize from South Carolina. Missouri CURE
has been involved in two conference calls regarding planning for the event. In addition to those who travel to
Washington DC, local solidarity marches are expected to
be held throughout the country. The purpose of the event
will be to draw attention to the exclusion clause in the 13th
Amendment and call for its abolishment—to, in effect,
abolish slavery forever in the U.S. The principal organizing entity is the iamWE Prison Advocacy Network. See
their website at http://www.iamweubuntu.com/

12

IWW Meeting in KCMO

14

Millions for Prisoners March conference call

20

KCMO CURE meeting via teleconference 6 p.m.

21

OBS Meeting STL

22

Keith travels to St. Louis

24

St. Louis CURE meeting University City Library 6:30 p.m.

25

East St. Louis Race Riots 100 year Commemoration (Angie, Keith & Hedy).

27

Keith returns to KCMO

28

CURE joins ACLU Lobby Day in Jefferson City Capitol.

Thanks to everyone who sent holiday cards and greetings to Missouri
CURE. Please know that we appreciate your kind thoughts.
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Ten Ways to Break the School-to-Prison Pipeline by Joseph Williams

T

he School to Prison pipeline is a
very real epidemic. Beginning early in life, many of our nation’s
youth face social and economic inequalities that threaten to funnel them from the
schoolyard straight into the prison yard.
Researchers predict that as many as
one out of every three African American
boys born after the year 2000 could be
expected to serve prison time within their lifetimes. Such a grim
statistic should not be taken lightly.
On average, state expenditures for
Corrections far exceed those allotted for early childhood education
and/or targeted prevention
programs for at-risk children.
As prisoners, we are not only
advocates for second chances; we
advocate for first chances as well.
In hindsight, we now better understand how the absence of key developmental social strategies can contribute to
adolescent crime within our inner cities.
These strategies should include addressing
disparities in the following areas:
 Employment
 Wages
 Education
 School quality
 Intervention programs
 Housing assistance
 Safety net programs
 Legislative action

results in a nine percent decrease in criminal arrest rates.3 In all, what these reports
are telling us is that by investing in education now, we can reduce crime by improving future labor market opportunities and
altering the likelihood of children engaging in risky behavior. This approach will
both strengthen the economy and improve
public safety. Continued investment into

As a witness to the constant influx of
an increasingly younger class of prisoners,
it appears to me that the pipeline between
schools and prisons is getting shorter by
the day. Therefore, to address this epidemic I suggest researching the following
ten points as a catalyst to bring about the
merger the criminal justice reform movement and the struggle to break the school
to prison pipeline.
1. Investing in education. Investment in
education can reduce crime by expanding
employment opportunities and thereby
improving non-crime alternatives.1
Specifically, economic research finds that
investment in early childhood education
can reduce crime and incarceration later in
life, in part through improving subsequent
educational attainment and reducing
school dropout rates.2
Other research on education and crime
has found broad and meaningful effects.
According to estimates, a ten percent
increase in high school graduation rates

Large windows. Studies have shown
that natural light and views of the outdoors reduce stress. In contrast, lack of
light may contribute to insomnia, mood
disorders and confrontations.
Sound attenuation. Acoustics experts
have found that reducing noise and
echoing in common areas (such as
cafeterias and hallways) reduces stress
and confrontation.
Feng Shiu: Every time we go into a
building we read the environment, and
it tells us what is expected of us.
Attention to details such as building
construction, interior design and color
increases positive energy flow.
Investing tax dollars into these
improvements can save both lives and
dollars.
3. Summer youth employment.
Summer youth employment has also been
found to decrease criminal behavior,
particularly with disadvantaged youth. A

prisons will only perpetuate crime and
further stifle economic growth in low
income communities.
2. Improve school quality. Impr ovement in school quality can have large
returns in reducing criminal activity by
resulting in better jobs and altering child
behavior.4 In Chicago, students who won
school choice lotteries to attend high
achieving schools were 60% less likely to
report being arrested.5 Other examples
include attention to architectural details
such as:

2014 study in New York found that a
summer jobs program reduced—for youth
involved in this program—the probability
of incarceration by 10 percent and decreased the mortality rate by 20 percent.6
4. Increased wages. Cr ime and pover ty
are correlated, and thus criminal behavior
is often motivated by lack of economic
opportunity. Researchers studying the
effects of unemployment, business
cycles, and wages on crime found
evidence suggesting that recession can
lead to cyclical increases in crime.7
5. Intervention programs for at-risk
youth. Specially tailor ed education
and cognitive behavioral therapy
interventions for juveniles in detention
are promising areas for investment,
with some programs reducing recidivism by 20 to 40 percent.8
6. Cease harsh disciplinary practices
in schools. Har sh disciplinar y pr actices
in schools have been found to obstruct
learning and foster the earliest stages of
the School to Prison pipeline. In a 2011
Texas study conducted on over one million
students, researchers found that 60 percent
of those students expelled or suspended
were between the 7th and 12th grades. This
study also revealed that black students
were 30% more likely to receive
“discretionary” disciplinary action.9 As
these numbers reveal, “discretionary” can
be loosely translated as “discriminatory”.

As

research into the Age/Crime
Curve shows,10 misbehavior of
almost every sort increases from
around age 10, peaks at about 17 or 18,
and then starts to gradually decline.
Expulsion and suspension for youth in
grades 7 through 12 actually increases
criminal activity. Best practices suggest
that in-school cognitive behavioral therapy
intervention for young men will reduce
arrest.11
7. Eliminate obstacles in the labor
market for ex-felons. Mor e than five
million U.S. children have a parent that is
either incarcerated or has been incarcerated.12 Therefore the effects of criminal
sanctions impact individuals and their
families. Obstacles in the labor market for
individuals with criminal records can put a
strain on family resources and contribute
to broader income inequality. This can
also lead to re-offending. In its 2012 report to the Attorney General, the National
See Ten Ways—page 11
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Ten Ways—from page 10
Task Force on Children Exposed to
Violence found that traumatic events,
including parental arrest and incarceration, increases the risk of post-traumatic
stress disorder in children.13 These
effects have been found to extend to child
behavior problems as well. Paternal
incarceration is associated with higher
levels of physical aggression amongst
boys as young as five years old.14 Other
studies have found these effects to be
even larger among
teenagers.15 To put
this all into context,
supporting legislation
that creates greater
access to employment
and sufficient wages
for ex-felons not only
benefits individuals but
also families, children,
and the community as
well.
8. Lift Public Housing Authorities
(PHA) restrictions for ex-felons.
Parents with criminal records can be
barred from receiving housing assistance,
even for low-level nonviolent offenses
such as prior alcohol and drug use.16 In
more extreme cases, these restrictions can
even leave families homeless. This can
be devastating for parents struggling to
keep families together and above water.
The stresses of homelessness can increase
the likelihood of divorce and have a negative impact on children.
9. Lift SNAP and TANF restrictions
for ex-felons. Par ents with cr iminal
records can also face restricted access to
vital safety net programs that offer supplemental nutrition assistance (SNAP)
and temporary assistance to needy
families (TANF) under federal law.
Although some states have overridden
federal restrictions to allow access to
these benefits, individuals with a felony
drug record are fully or partially excluded
from SNAP benefits in 30 states and
TANF benefits in 36 states.17 In Missouri,
sex offenders, drug traffickers, certain
unspecified categories of fraud, and
violent criminals are banned from receiving these much-needed benefits.
10. Adopt an impact analysis requirement for all newly-proposed criminal
justice legislation. To pr event the passage and enactment of laws that would
likely contribute to the School to Prison
pipeline, all sentencing proposals should
be accompanied by or subjected to impact

analyses18 that would predict their differential effects for minorities. Such a
requirement would bring light to data on
already existing racial dynamics of criminal justice policies. This will also give
criminologists an opportunity to inform
public policy and give the public an opportunity to do away with ineffective
policies that ignore well-founded criminological knowledge.19
A case in point: The legislation on
fighting in school that recently took effect
raised quite a few
concerns from both
parents and educators
who felt blind-sided
by the new law. Under this new measure,
fights that take place
on school grounds
and buses are classified as Class E felonies based upon the
extent of the injuries.
Although the Missouri Prosecutors
Association has disavowed any desire or
intent to pursue criminal charges over
relatively minor disciplinary issues, local
prosecutors still have broad discretion in
pursuing felony cases against young offenders.
Given that there is a relatively thin
line between “discretion” and “disparity,”
I believe it to be our duty and responsibility to require lawmakers to assess the
potential racial impact of proposed legislation before enactment, rather than
afterwards, when any necessary reform is
much harder to accomplish.
Conclusion: This ar ticle was or iginally intended to be an informational
booklet for guests who attended the
SCCC NAACP Freedom Fund banquet
this past August. This banquet, themed
“Breaking the School to Prison Pipeline,”
was to be attended by educators, community activists, and a representative from
our state legislature. Our purpose for
bringing these factions together was to
have an open discussion about mass incarceration, the School to Prison pipeline,
and how the two are connected.
Unfortunately, the law making
fighting in school a possible felony is
evidence of the carceral state’s insatiable
hunger for young prisoners. The bill’s
enactment is also a prime example of why
we must demand fact-based, data driven
solutions to our children’s behavioral and
developmental problems. Research has
already proven that policy decisions and
not crime rate are responsible for the

overcrowding of prisons and jails today.
It is appalling that, in spite of a wealth of
scientific research in the areas of adolescent brain development, we find ourselves returning to the same regurgitating
draconian practices that got us here in the
first place.20 It seems that our legislative
processes are repeating a cycle that will
set our children on the well-beaten path to
our state correctional system instead of
the labor market as contributing members
of society.
This must not be allowed to happen. 
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Fight Mass Incarceration—and CURE the Madness!
Disclaimer: The articles in this newsletter are for informational purposes only. Nothing in this newsletter is intended to
“promote, incite or advocate disorder or the violation of state or federal law, nor to promote, incite, advocate, facilitate or
otherwise present a risk of lawlessness, violence, anarchy or rebellion against a government authority”…or any of the other
ridiculous excuses that the Department of Corrections frequently uses to reject Turning Point, the newsletter of Missouri
CURE, simply because they don’t want prisoners to have access to the information we are trying to provide.
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Join Missouri CURE!
Date
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Facility
Address
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Asante! (Thanks!)

any thanks to the following people who donated to Missouri CURE: Tanner Forey, Rebecca
Hoffman, Larry Holland, John Howell, Curtis
Johnson, Mark Kilmartin, Sammy Vincent, Dorothy Yeager
and Roger Zipprich. Special thanks to Deborah Burch for
donating $300 and to the NECC OAA for it’s generous gift
of $500. Once again, we are deeply grateful to Action
Mailing for the printing of our newsletter. Thank you all!

City
State

Zip

Phone
E-mail
Please check the annual membership
type:
□ Prisoner
$2.00 
□ Individual
□ Lifetime

Member Updates: CURE member Lisa Stanton remains in rehab in
Hannibal MO and is making slow progress in her serious illness. Our
secretary, Renese Drake, has now been diagnosed as cancer free.
Member Mark Walsh passed away at JCCC on February 22. May he
rest in peace. Condolences to Elaine Auch & family, Mark’s friends.

□ Donation $

$10.00
$100.00
___

5 stamps welcome if allowed.
□ New Member

Renewal

□

